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Abstract:
The term “Entity Extraction” is a renowned technique now and broadly employed as a part of opinion mining and
sentiment analysis. This technique is one of the information retrieval approaches, where the precise data have been
obtained from the huge volume of information resources. Entity extraction is a traditional approach of named entity
extraction, which is basically, retrieves the person name, product names, organization names, services, political issues
titles, news article titles, locations and local and global time and etc. This entity extraction is very interesting filed
and plays a major role in bio-medical field to recognize the drug entities, understand biological data in bioinformatics
and categorize bio-medical documents, document summarization and explore the bio-medical terms and etc. Since
the volume of online data has been increasing day by day, the entity extraction process needs more efficient
techniques to find the entity replication, document replication, semantics between entities and documents and etc.
This paper presents a study of various approaches employed in entity extraction on unstructured data.
Keywords: Named entity extraction, Machine learning, Data mining, Natural Language Processing, latent Dirichlet
Allocation and Latent Semantic Information.
1. Introduction
Entity extraction is the process of locating a term (consists of single or sequence of words) in a sentence or in a
phrase or document or collection of documents. Extraction of online data is a non-trivial task, because it is the
process of retrieving structured data or useful data from unstructured data and this activity cannot be done as a
manual work. Because the volume of online data is huge and time consuming to carry out this process is more. Thus
the extraction process has been automated with the help of machine learning, data mining, statistical approaches and
probabilistic approaches. The following section elaborates the detailed analysis of various approaches deployed in
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entity extraction and comparative analysis is made for researchers to relate the approaches which are related with
entity extraction.Table 1 and Table 2 represents the various methods used for the entity extraction in biomedical field.
2. Machine learning models for entity extraction
Ayat et al. [1] Proposed two probabilistic approaches to find the similarity index between the entities in the databases.
An entity ei in database D is called x-tuple, if ei contains several possible tuples and all the tuples are mutually
exclusive. Mutual exclusion allows the values of two tuples are disjoint. For each tuple, the likelihood of truth is
calculated in terms of probability. The maximum probability of a tuple shows more accurateness of values in the
tuples. The similarity function is calculated to measure entity resolution. Entity resolution is the process of
identifying multiple tuples that represent the same entity and convert those multiple tables into a single table. To
calculate the similarity function, Context Free and Context Similarity Free probabilistic approaches were used. For
the experimental purpose, UCI repository, Cora dataset, and Restaurant datasets are used. This proposed method has
compared with other similar functions such as softTFIIDF and Flexi-softTFIDF, the experimental results shows that
the proposed method outperforms compare than other functions.
Bellare et al [2], suggested a new approach on active algorithm called “IWAL active algorithm” for entity matching
which determines whether the extracted entities are addressing the same object or different objects. Active algorithm
is faster than supervised algorithms in labeling the data. Supervised learning classifier has to be trained with more
samples compare to active algorithm. In active algorithm, the learner or the designer is free to choose the samples to
classify interactively and the number samples taken by them is very less compare to supervised algorithms. One of
the popular active algorithm “Improved Weightage active algorithm” introduced in [2], which improves recall
compared with existing active algorithms. By using IWAL, the recall rate has been increased in entity matching. For
this entity matching evaluation four different data sets such as Business listings used in the production system at
Yahoo, Record linkage dataset from the UCI machine learning repository, DBLP-ACM and Scholar-DBLP are used.
Bhattacharya et al [3] recommended a combined entity resolution approaches to find the redundancy of research
authors' names in research articles. Here, entity refers to author name of the research paper and entities are clustered
if they refer the same object. For any two author names, similarity score has to be calculated using a greedy
agglomerative clustering algorithm and based on the similarity score, the clusters are generated. Another approach
used in [3] is a Common neighbor score, which is employed to every two clusters of entities to find the number of
common entities between them. If the number of common entities is high, then the probability of two clusters refers
to the same entity, thus the two clusters are grouped with each other.
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Banjula et al [4] recommended a combined machine learning approaches to recognize the entities. To perform entity
extraction, POS Tagger, feature set and decision tree techniques are used to extract the named entities. The feature set
encodes the term to experiment for the entity. In this regard, the default notations of entities in the data are considered
as the extractors. That is, a single character; term starts with a capital letter, alpha numeric terms, and only number
terms are extracted as candidate entities. Unix Dictionary used to look up the term for entity recognition. If a term is
not present in present in the dictionary, the term is considered as a candidate entity. Since dictionary does not contain
the terms like person name, locations and etc. Even though the most of the extracted candidate terms are entities,
there are few extracted terms are not entities. To remove those candidate terms, a popular machine language approach
decision tree has employed. To make a decision tree as a classifier, the set of all rules was given to it to learn from the
training set. With the help of rules, the classifier predicts the extracted candidate terms could be an entity or not.
Bashir et al [5] proposed a genetic programming (GP) to extract the opinion entities from the customer review corpus.
In GP, three approaches are followed to extract the target entities. First, similarities of opinion entities are identified
the entities whose opinions are same with respect to particular feature(s) in the review sentences. Since the data set is
very large, every word or term in the review sentence cannot be compared with other words. To reduce the time
complexity, the opinion words which are closer synonym with keywords in the user queries are considered to
determine the similarity of opinionated entities. Second, the frequency of selected keywords in the review corpus is
computed. The third approach is, the selected keywords frequency distribution (PL2) is calculated and the average
score of all the keywords frequency distribution (avgPL2) is calculated. Based on the score of each opinion entity the
polarity of that entity is determined. If the difference between positive score and negative is greater than 0, then the
entity has a positive opinionated entity. Otherwise the entity has a negative opinionated. Based on the opinion score
obtained by each entity, the rank has been assigned. If a positive score of any entity is higher than among other
entities, then that entity has been ranked as number one. The experimental result shows that GP performance is better
than RankBoost and RankSVM approaches.
Brill et al [6] recommended Semi-Markov model, a modified approach of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to
determine the similarity of extracting entities in the contiguous words in the sentences. A sentence may have a
collection of entities such as a person's name, time, location and others. Each entity can be a single or sequence of
words (terms). To segment a sentence into a set of terms based on their identified entity type, SMM probabilistic
model has deployed. In this model a word (term) entity type depends on the previous word (term) entity type. A
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person name length is fixed maximum of two. The following example shows the SMM based similarity entity
extraction in a sentence.
For example, “Rohit Agarwall house is located nearby Kamala house”
(Rohit Agarwal) Person, (house) Location (is located) others and (Kamala house) Location. {(1 ,2, Person), (3, 3, Location), (4,
5, Others), (6, 7, Location)}
In the above sentence, SMM found that Agarwal is the similar entity type of previous word Rohit and house cannot
be adjoined with Rohit Agarwal because the person name length limited to 2. The proposed approach SMM is
experimented with HMM-VP and HMM-VP (4). The experimental result shows that the proposed approach is better
than compared with other approaches.
Ding et al [7] used Conditional Random Field to extract the product name (comment target) from review corpus. In
this approach the set of fixed features of the entities identified manually. An entity is spotted by features around it.
The set of fixed features occurrences in a sentence determines the position of an entity. The probability of fixed
features occurrence is computed by CRF. The features of the entities are POS tagger, word and ontology.
Eka et al [8] recommended combined approaches of regular expression and logical regression to extract entities from
SMS text messages. The extracted entities from the text message include name, date, location, telephone number and
time. A set of regular expressions manually generated separately for each entity. Since the text messages are in
Sweden language Granska POS Tagger is used to understand the entities. To evaluate the extracted entities using
regular expression and POS Tagger, logical regression machine learning approach is used as a classifier. Set of
features are annotated for logical regression to build a classifier from the training set. This set consists of a list of
words which are frequently occurring in more than five documents, top twenty words which frequently precede entity
classes, list of diagrams which precede entities, list of suffixes of entities and list of suffixes of named classes.
LIBLINEAR package is used for logical regression.
Guo et al [9] proposed a rule based entity extraction engine called Jabari semantic to extract entities in sensor data.
The proposed method used GATE /ANNIE information retrieval approach to extract candidate entities from the
selected dataset. Jabari used multiple dictionaries to extract maximum entities in an efficient way. Guo also used
regular expressions to extract various representations of date used in reviews. Since the user entered review is
unstructured and not written in grammatically Hence, extracting entities becomes a non-trivial task.
Gruetze et al [10]

proposed combined approaches for entity linking in the documents. The proposed combined

approach named as Coherent and Efficient Named Entity Linking (CohEEL). To perform effective entity linking, two
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approaches are employed. One is Candidate classification and Judicious Neighborhood Exploration (JNE)
respectively. In candidate classification, the communication between various entities across the documents are
identified. To incorporate this higher–order scoring functions has employed. An iterative exploration model has been
introduced to discover the relationship between the entities and group the entities which are related to each other.
Konkol et al [11] proposed combined approaches of the Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) and Latent
Semantic models to enhance the excellence of entity extraction from different language sentences. In this HAL
approach, the words are converted into a vector space. The words in the dataset are categorized into two type’s
namely Local and Global contexts to build a vector space. The local context of a particular word is determined by
four words of its left and right side. In case of global context the entire document is considered for a word or entity.
The vector space contains the similarities of two words in the corpus. Since the vector space is large, LDA approach
is used to perform the reduction. The reduction is carried out with transitive rules. Random Indexing (RI) is employed
to find the similar value in the matrix for similar words. By using RI, co-occurrence words in the dataset are found.
Another approach Purandare and Pedersen (P&P) has employed to create the cluster of words. All the words in a
cluster have the same meaning. The proposed approach results analyzed with LDA, CRF, S-HAL and clustering
methods and proposed methods scores high F1-score than other methods.
Korkontzelos et al [12] suggested a combined approach of genetic programming, DrugBank dictionary and regular
expressions to extract drug entities from biomedical dataset. Regular expressions are used to check any overlapping
term is exists in a sentence. If so, the overlapping terms are removed and multinomial logistic regression is used to
classify the entities. DrugBank is then used to check whether the extracted term is a drug entity or not and extracted
entities are experimented. Here, to evaluate the generated regular expression programming is used to evaluate the
work of regular expression.
Michael [13] suggested a collection of neural network approaches to extract and rank the entities from the sentences.
Voted perceptron, boosting algorithm and Maximum Entropy model is used to predict. And assign the tag to the
word, boosting algorithm methods are used to perform the extraction as well as a ranking of the entities. Voted
perceptron’s has used to classify the candidate and boosting algorithm predicts entities in the sentences.
Florian et al [14] suggested combined approaches to recognize the entities from the question answering dataset. This
Robust Risk Minimization classifier (RRM), Transformation based Classifier (TBL), Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
and Maximum Entropy Classifier (ME) to recognize the named entities. In ME classifier, weights are assigned to the
words in the training sentences. The classifier is trained with weights and Viterbi algorithm has used to assign
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weights to the words. In HMM, the named entity boundaries are computed using statistical models. The selected
candidate entities region occurs within the named entity region, then the candidate, entity be selected as an entity.
Among four probabilistic models used for named entity extraction, RRM and ME recognize the more entities than the
other two methods.
Mccallum et al [15] used CRF graphical model to extract the entities from the news articles. CRF is a finite state
machine (FSM) model which is trained with manually annotated features set. A feature in the feature set is a
sequence of ordered word blocks or WebListing or a lexicon. These ordered word blocks predicts whether the
candidate sequence is an entity or not. That is particular (i-1)th word in the candidate sequence is an entity type then
and ith word categorized as an entity type.
Nothman et al [16] presented a system to extract the entities from Wikipedia. The implemented system performs
various operations, which are related to entities in the Wikipedia. Wikipedia uses “MediaWiki markup” markup
language to represent its data in online. The proposed system performs five tasks. First, Wikipedia entities are
categorized as conceptional, relational, thematic, administrative, product, fictional characters and facilities. Second,
identifies interlink between two articles written in two different language languages. Third, extracts all outgoing links
on a particular article, Fourth, naming the links to the outgoing links and Fifth, mapping entities into the target
scheme. The implemented system is evaluated the Wikipedia articles which have written in nine different languages.
Song et al [17] proposed PKDE4J approach to extract entities and extract entity relation from bio-medical data sets.
For entity extraction, entity dictionary has prepared with a Trie data structure which performs fast entity matching. In
data pre-processing, all the abbreviations of entities are modified with original entity names. Penn Treebank is used to
tokenize the bio-medical data’s. Split the data’s into sentences, the Stanford NLP splitting algorithm is used and
Stanford POS Tagging is used to assign the tags to the words in the sentences. For normalization of words, the
Stanford Lemmatization technique has used. Entities in the sentences are extracted using the soft - TFIDF technique.
This soft-TFIDF is a weighted edit distance approach to find the similarities in the matching words. After entity
extraction process, the relationships among the entities are identified using syntactical parsing.
Weninger et al [18], proposed Web structure mining approach Hybrid List Extraction to extract entity pages from
World Wide Web (WWW). This approach performs an extraction of web link lists, extraction of mapping entity
pages and attributes of entities. The web pages are connected with each other through web links and two web pages
are said to be connected if and only if both pages are under the same web list. A same page can be referred by two
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links. These two links are called as parallel links or parallel paths. In the web structure mining algorithm, shortest
path technique is used to find the parallel links.
Kang et al [19] presented a machine learning algorithm to rank the interrelated entities from the user queries. A user
query contains a pair of entity and its facet (features of the entities). The entities are retrieved from the queries and
plotted in a semantic graph to group them and assign the ranking to those entities. , Pairwise Comparison Model
(PCM) is used to find the preferences between two entities. Boosting algorithm has used to rank the entities based on
the result obtained from the PCM.
Tianlei et al [20] recommended a statistical based framework model to link all the scattered information about a
particular entity in the biography documents in the Wikipedia. To link all the related entities data’s of the internet,
two knowledge models, temporal knowledge and relational knowledge are deployed. First, the candidate entities are
retrieved by using manually annotated heuristics string matching rules. This rule extracts entities from title page, the
alias name for the extracted entity, title page contains only capital letters, redirect page title, title of hyperlink page
and etc. One of the popular ontology knowledge base is freebase, which is adopted for the extracting entity linking.
Table 1: various techniques and data sets used in the research articles.
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Table 2: Techniques used in research papers
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IWAL active algorithm
[2]

3

Clustering Algorithm

[3]

4

Decision Tree

[4]

5

Genetic Programming

[5], [12]

6

Hidden Markov Model

[6],[14]

7

Conditional Random Field

[7],[15]

8

POS Tagger

[4],[7],[8],[17]

9

Logic regression

[8],[12]

10

Regular expression

[8],[9],[12]

11

Latent semantics.

[11]

12

Bootstrapping algorithm

[13],[16]

13

Maximum Entropy Model

[13],[14]

3. Conclusion
The Entity Recognition field has been flourishing for many years. It is one of the information retrieval techniques and
popular in sentiment analysis. This paper has given an outline of the strategies utilized to extract entities, link entities,
map entities, resolve entity names conflict, entity attribute extraction and etc. Most of the research papers are used
machine learning techniques to recognize the entities and few used statistical models. In recent years, this entity
extraction approaches are not using any annotated corpus and lexicon to detect the entities. Thus, the approaches are
designed as fully automated for entity extractions.
Since, the dataset volumes are too large and trend is big data, preparing lexicons for such a huge volume of data’s
will consume more time.
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